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Location Differentials
Understanding GTA
Location Differentials
GTA Location Differentials (LDs) are widely used by the Australian grain industry to price “port
based” contracts in particular the GTA Contract No 2 Grain and Oilseeds in Bulk - Basis Track
commonly known as the “Track Contract”.
The majority of grain produced in Australia will, at some stage, be priced and transacted on a
“port based” contract, which refers to the GTA LDs. LDs are not freight rates or freight
differentials.
WHAT ARE LOCATION
DIFFERNTIALS (LDs)?
A Location Differential is the “value”
attributed to a specific up-country grain
bulk storage and handling facility to an
export port terminal facility.
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They are produced by the GTA Commerce
Committee for the purpose of valuing upcountry grain on a ‘port basis’.
The up-country grain bulk storage and
handling facility must be operated by a
GTA Member.
WHY DOESN’T GTA
PRODUCE FREIGHT RATES?
The price of freight is market driven and
subject to continual change depending on
amongst other things:
1. Tonnage to be moved versus the
available freight capacity. In big
crop years freight capacity could be
in deficit, the market driven
response – freight will be higher.
The converse will also apply.
2. How far forward did you book the
freight? Generally speaking, the
further forward a booking is made
the greater the discount to a spot
price. Freight providers, like airline
companies, like to get forward
bookings as an indication of future
cash flow. This is not always the
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case and for various reasons you
may see an inverse in the freight
market, in the same way that future
grain prices could be higher than
current values.
How much tonnage is being
booked? An organisation moving
100,000 tonnes against an agreed,
disciplined freight program will get
their freight at a better rate than an
organisation moving 1,000 tonnes
with no freight program.
Is the grain being moved on rail or
road? If rail, how many stops are
required to fill the train, i.e. one stop
or multiple stops down the line?
Time of year. The freight program is
greatest just after harvest as
organisations move grain to port.
Site efficiency
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Any or all of the above can impact on
freight rates at any one time.
The freight market is a free market and
acts accordingly. There is nothing constant
about the freight market except continually
changing rates.
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CONSIDERATION IN
DETERMINING LOCATION
DIFFERENTIALS
1. The GTA Commerce Committee is
responsible for development and
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ongoing review of the values used
as the GTA LD’s.
GTA will not change the current
methodology (method of
calculation) or the value of the GTA
Location Differentials (LDs) for a
period of no less than three [3]
years (from 2013), subject to any
significant changes in the market,
which will be determined by the
GTA Commerce Committee.
GTA will provide industry with 18
months lead time from the
publication of any significant
changes to the methodology used
to calculate the GTA LDs.
GTA will provide industry with 18
month warning of any changes to
the LDs as a result of Point 3
above.

Key points
• Location Differentials (LD’s) are not freight
rates
• LD’s are produced for the purpose of
valuing up-country grain on a ‘port basis’
• LD’s are produced by the GTA Commerce
Committee
• LD’s come into effect on 1 October each
year. Sites will not be added after 1 October
• The Natural Terminal Port (NTP) for any
site, is the port with the lowest LD

DETERMINATION OF NATURAL
TERMINAL PORT (NTP)
1. For the determination of the Natural
Terminal Port for a site, rail
transportation to a port takes
precedence over road transportation to
that same port.
2. Where a port and tributary up country
rail site are connected by rail, the
Natural Terminal Port for that site will be
the port with the lowest Location
Differential.
3. Where an up-country site has only road
access, the Natural Terminal Port for
that site, will be the port with the lowest
Location Differential.
DETERMINATION OF RAIL
SITES
A grain storage site is defined as a ‘rail site’
where grain can be physically loaded to a train
for transportation by rail.
Where a site does not meet all the following
criteria, it cannot be classified as a ‘rail site’,
and thus shall be classified as a ‘road site’;
 be capable of receiving a train service
via an operational line and/or siding,
 have operational infrastructure of
commercial ability capable of loading a
train for the duration of the season, and
 the owner/operator of the site must
provide rail out loading services to the
market for the duration of the season.
For the avoidance of doubt, the location of a
grain storage site adjacent to a rail line does
not automatically classify it as a ‘rail site’.

SPECIAL NOTES
1. GTA Location Differentials come
into effect on 1 October each year.
2. Contracts are written based on the
LDs as published as at that date.
3. Sites will not be added after 1
October.
4. LD’s are issued to GTA Members
only
5. Drafts are published and circulated
to GTA Members so you need to
review the sites in which you have a
commercial interest as a principal, a
trader or producer.
6. This is industries opportunity to get
it right to ensure Location
Differentials are allocated to reflect
market requirements.
FURTHER INFORMATION
LDs are available on the GTA website from
the Storage and Handling page
www.graintrade.org.au/storage_and_handling

It is the markets
role, not GTA’s,
to deal with the
difference
between the
Location
Differential (LD)
and a freight rate
for a particular
site.

Coverage of GTA
Location
Differentials
The GTA Commerce Committee sets the
LD’s for New South Wales, Queensland
and Victoria only.
The trade agrees to use the rates set by
Viterra and CBH Group each year for
South Australia and Western Australia
respectively.

